
Probabilities and Random VariablesThis is an elementary overview of the basi onepts of probability theory.I. The Probability SpaeThe purpose of probability theory is to model random experiments so that wean draw inferenes about them. The fundamental mathematial objet is a triple(
;F ; P ) alled the probability spae. A separate probability spae is needed foreah experiment or olletion of experiments that we wish to desribe mathemati-ally. The ingredients of a probability spae are a sample spae 
, a olletion Fof events, and a probability measure P . Let us examine eah of these in turn.(a) The sample spae 
. This is the set of all the possible outomes of theexperiment. Elements of 
 are alled sample points and typially denoted by !.These examples should larify its meaning:Example 1. If the experiment is a roll of a six-sided die, then the natural samplespae is 
 = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g. Eah sample point is a natural number between 1 and6.Example 2. Suppose the experiment onsists of tossing a oin three times. Let uswrite 0 for heads and 1 for tails. The sample spae must ontain all the possibleoutomes of the 3 suessive tosses, in other words, all triples of 0's and 1's:
 = f0; 1g3= f0; 1g � f0; 1g � f0; 1g= f(x1; x2; x3) : xi 2 f0; 1g for i = 1; 2; 3g= f(0; 0; 0); (0; 0; 1); (0; 1; 0); (0; 1; 1); (1; 0; 0); (1; 0; 1); (1; 1; 0); (1; 1; 1)g:The four formulas are examples of di�erent ways of writing down the set 
. Asample point ! = (0; 1; 0) means that the �rst and third tosses ome out heads (0)and the seond toss omes out tails (1).Example 3. Suppose the experiment onsists of tossing a oin in�nitely many times.Even though suh an experiment annot be physially arranged, it is of entralimportane to the theory to be able to handle idealized situations of this kind. Asample point ! is now an in�nite sequene! = (x1; x2; x3; : : : ; xi; : : : ) = (xi)1i=1whose terms xi are eah 0 or 1. The interpretation is that xi = 0 (1) if the ithtoss ame out heads (tails). In this model the in�nite sequene of oin tosses isregarded as a single experiment, although we may hoose to observe the individualtosses one at a time. (If you need a mental piture, think of the goddess of hane1



2simultaneously tossing all in�nitely many oins.) The sample spae 
 is the spaeof all in�nite sequenes of 0's and 1's:
 = f! = (xi)1i=1 : eah xi is either 0 or 1 g= f0; 1gN:In the last formula N = f1; 2; 3; : : : g stands for the set of natural numbers, and thenotation f0; 1gN stands for the in�nite produt setf0; 1gN = f0; 1g � f0; 1g � f0; 1g � � � � � f0; 1g � � � � :
Example 4. If our experiment onsists in observing the number of ustomers thatarrive at a servie desk during a �xed time period, the sample spae should be theset of nonnegative integers: 
 = Z+ = f0; 1; 2; 3; : : : g:Example 5. If the experiment onsists in observing the lifetime of a light bulb,then a natural sample spae would be the set of nonnegative real numbers: 
= R+ = [0;1):These sample spaes are very di�erent. Examples 1 and 2 have �nite samplespaes, while the rest are in�nite. The sample spae in Example 4 is ountablyin�nite, whih means that its elements an be arranged in a sequene. Finite andountably in�nite spaes are also alled disrete. Probability theory on disrete sam-ple spaes requires no advaned mathematis beyond alulus and linear algebra.The sequene spae of Example 3 and the real line of Example 5 are unountablespaes. A preise treatment of probability models on suh spaes requires measuretheory.(b) The olletion of events, F . Events are simply subsets of the sample spae.They an often be desribed both in words and in set-theoreti notation. Eventsare typially denoted by upper ase letters: A, B, C, et. Here are some possibleevents on the sample spaes desribed above:Example 1, ontinued.A = fthe outome of the die is eveng = f2; 4; 6g:
Example 2, ontinued.A = fexatly two tosses ome out tailsg = f(0; 1; 1); (1; 0; 1); (1; 1; 0)g:
Example 3, ontinued.A = fthe seond toss omes out tails and the �fth headsg= f! = (xi)1i=1 2 f0; 1gN : x2 = 1 and x5 = 0 g:



3Example 4, ontinued.A = fat least 6 ustomers arrivedg = f6; 7; 8; 9; : : : g:
Example 5, ontinued.A = fthe bulb lasted less than 4 hoursg = [0; 4):

In disrete sample spaes the lass F of events ontains all subsets of the samplespae. But in more ompliated sample spaes this annot be the ase. In thegeneral theory F is a �-algebra (a synonym for this is �-�eld) in the sample spae.This means that F satis�es the following axioms:(i) 
 2 F and ; 2 F (The sample spae 
 and the empty set ; are events.)(ii) If A 2 F then A 2 F . (A is the omplement of A, this is the set of pointsof 
 that do not belong in A.)(iii) If A1; A2; A3; : : : 2 F then also 1[i=1Ai 2 F . (In words: the union of asequene of events is also an event.)
() The probability measure P . This is a funtion on events that gives theprobability P (A) of eah event A in F . It must satisfy these axioms:(i) 0 � P (A) � 1 for all A 2 F .(ii) P (;) = 0 and P (
) = 1.(iii) If A1; A2; A3; : : : are pairwise disjoint events, meaning that Ai \ Aj = ;whenever i 6= j, then

P� 1[i=1Ai� = 1Xi=1 P (Ai):
The neessity to restrit F in unountable sample spaes arises from the fatthat we annot always onsistently de�ne probabilities for all subsets of unountablesample spaes. The way around this diÆulty is to admit as events only members ofertain judiiously de�ned �-algebras. These ompliations annot be appreiatedwithout some study of measure theory. The good news is that in pratie onehardly ever enounters bad events that fall outside the natural �-algebras used.In disrete sample spaes these diÆulties an be ompletely avoided. Supposeour sample spae 
 is either �nite or ountably in�nite. To de�ne a probabilitymeasure on 
 we only need an assigment P (!) of probabilities for all sample points! that together satisfy 0 � P (!) � 1 for all ! 2 




4and X!2
P (!) = 1:
Then for any subset A of 
 we an de�ne a probability by(1) P (A) = X!2AP (!):This onrete onstrution shows that there is no problem in giving eah subsetA � 
 a probability, and it is easy to hek that axioms (i){(iii) for P above aresatis�ed.This approah does not work for unountable spaes suh as the real line. Theinteresting probability measures there typially give individual sample points zeroprobability, and the summation in (1) has to be replaed by integration.Here are examples of natural probability measures on the previously de�nedsample spaes:Example 1, ontinued. If we assume that the die is fair, then it is reasonable toregard eah outome as equally likely, and the appropriate probability measure isP (!) = 1=6 for eah ! 2 
.Example 2, ontinued. If the oin is fair, then eah outome should be equallylikely: P (!) = 1=8 for eah ! 2 
. If the oin is not fair but gives tails withprobability p and heads with probability 1 � p for some �xed number p 2 (0; 1),then the appropriate P is de�ned for sample points ! = (x1; x2; x3) byP (x1; x2; x3) = px1+x2+x3(1� p)3�(x1+x2+x3):The uniform measure P (!) = 1=8 is reovered in the ase p = 1=2.Example 3, ontinued. De�ning a probability measure on the spae of in�nite se-quenes requires some measure-theoreti mahinery. We will not onern ourselveswith these tehnial issues. We simply take for granted that it is possible to on-strut the probability measures on 
 that we need. For example, there is a prob-ability measure P on 
 suh that, for any hoie of numbers a1; a2; : : : ; an fromf0; 1g,(2) Pf! 2 
 : !1 = a1; : : : ; !n = ang = 2�n:The number 2�n orresponds to a fair oin (p = 1=2 in Example 2), and theonstrution an be performed for any p just as well. The result from measuretheory that makes all this work is alled Kolmogorov's extension theorem.Example 4, ontinued. A natural hoie of probability measure here ould be aPoisson distribution:(3) P (!) = e���!!! for ! = 0; 1; 2; 3; : : :



5The number � > 0 is a parameter of the model that in an atual modeling taskwould be hosen to �t the observed data.Example 5, ontinued. A possible hoie here would be an exponential distributionwith parameter � > 0. This an be de�ned by saying that the probability of aninterval [a; b℄ with 0 � a < b <1 is given by
P [a; b℄ = Z ba �e��xdx:

Here f(x) = �e��x is the density funtion of the exponential distribution withparameter �. Equivalently, the same probability measure an be de�ned by givingthe (umulative) distribution funtionF (x) = P [0; x℄ = 1� e��x; x � 0:
II. Random Variables and Their ExpetationsFrom now on the disussion always takes plae in the ontext of some �xedprobability spae (
;F ; P ). For this elementary disussion you may assume that 
is disrete, that F is the olletion of all subsets of 
, and that P is de�ned by (1)from some given numbers fP (!) : ! 2 
g that give the probabilities of individualsample points.A random variable is a funtion de�ned on the sample spae 
. While funtionsin alulus are typially denoted by letters suh as f or g, random variables areoften denoted by apital letters suh as X, Y and Z. Thus a random variable Xassoiates a number X(!) to eah sample point !.For eah event A there is an indiator random variable 1A de�ned by

1A(!) = � 1; if ! 2 A0; if ! =2 A:Other ommon notations for an indiator random variable are IA and �A.If X1; X2; : : : ; Xn are random variables de�ned on some ommon probabilityspae, then X = (X1; X2; : : : ; Xn) de�nes an Rn-valued random variable, alsoalled a random vetor.Most interesting events are of the type f! 2 
 : X(!) 2 Bg; where X is arandom variable and B is a subset of the spae into whih X maps (so typially thereal line R or, in the ase of a random vetor, a Eulidean spae Rn). The abovenotation is usually abbreviated as fX 2 Bg, and it reads \the event that the valueof X lies in the set B".Examples:



6Example 2, ontinued. Let the random variable Y be the outome of the thirdtoss. If we denote the elements of 
 by ! = (x1; x2; x3), then Y is de�ned byY (!) = x3. Suppose you reeive $5 eah time the oin omes up heads. Let Zbe the amount you won. Then you ould express Z as a funtion on 
 by writingZ(!) = 5(3 � (x1 + x2 + x3)): The event fZ = 10g is the subset of sample points! that satisfy the ondition Z(!) = 10. So
fZ = 10g = f! 2 
 : Z(!) = 10g = f(0; 0; 1); (0; 1; 0); (1; 0; 0)g:

The probability measure P on the sample spae gives the probabilities of the valuesof a random variable. For example, in the ase of a fair oin,
PfZ = 10g = Pf(0; 0; 1); (0; 1; 0); (1; 0; 0)g = 3=8:

Example 3, ontinued. In the sequene setting it is ustomary to use these so-alledoordinate random variablesXi: For a sample point ! = (xi)1i=1, de�neXi(!) = xi.If our probability measure P is the one given by formula (2), then for any hoie ofnumbers a1; a2; : : : ; an from f0; 1g,
(4) PfX1 = a1; : : : ; Xn = ang = 2�n:
If Sn is the number of tails in the �rst n tosses, then
(5) Sn = nXi=1Xi:
Here we are de�ning a new random variable Sn in terms of the old ones X1, X2,X3, : : : The sample point has been left out of formula (5) as is typial to simplifynotation. The preise meaning of equation (5) is that for eah ! 2 
, the numberSn(!) is de�ned in terms of the numbers X1(!), X2(!), X3(!), : : : by

Sn(!) = nXi=1Xi(!):
Again, probabilities of the values of random variables ome from the probabilitymeasure on the sample spae. From (2) or (4) it follows that

PfS5 = 3g = (the number of ways of getting 3 tails in 5 tosses) � 2�5= �53�2�5 = 516 :



7Example 4, ontinued. Let the random variable X be the number of ustomers.Then, as a funtion on 
, X is somewhat trivial, namely the identity funtion:X(!) = !. Formula (3) from above an be expressed as
(6) P (X = k) = e���kk! for k = 0; 1; 2; 3; : : :
Now we say that the random variable X is Poisson distributed with parameter �.Examples 3 and 4 are instrutive in the sense that we prefer to express things interms of random variables. That is, we prefer formulas (4) and (6) over formulas (2)and (3). The probability spae reedes to the bakground and sometimes vanishesentirely from the disussion. In example 4 we would simply say \let X be a randomvariable with Poisson(�) distribution" by whih mean that (6) holds. No probabilityspae needs to be spei�ed beause it is understood that the simple probability spaeof Example 4 an be imagined in the bakground.No matter what the original probability spae (
;F ; P ) is, we an often translateall the relevant probabilisti information to a more familiar spae suh as R or Z+by using the distribution of a random variable. Suppose �rst that X is a Z+-valued random variable. (This means that X is a funtion from 
 into Z+.) Thedistribution (or probability distribution) of X is a sequene (pk)1k=0 of numbersde�ned by(7) pk = P (X = k); k = 0; 1; 2; 3; : : :Thus the distribution ofX is atually a probability measure on Z+. All probabilististatements about X an be expressed in terms of its distribution, so we an forgetthe original probability spae. Sometimes we need to allow for the possibility thatX takes on the value 1. Then an additional number

p1 = P (X =1) = 1� 1Xk=0 pkneeds to be added to the distribution.If we want to talk about more than one random variable simultaneously, weneed joint distributions. Suppose X1; X2; : : : ; Xn are Z+-valued random variablesde�ned on a ommon probability spae. Their joint distribution is a olletion(pk1;::: ;kn : k1; : : : ; kn 2 Z+)of numbers indexed by the n-tuples (k1; : : : ; kn) of nonnegative integers, and de�nedby pk1;::: ;kn = P (X1 = k1; : : : ; Xn = kn):



8An example: formula (4) above spei�es the joint distribution of the �rst n ointosses.Similar formulas are valid when the range of X is some other ountable subset ofR instead of Z+. But when the range of X is not ountable, a sequene of numberssuh as (7) annot speify its distribution. Then we need the distribution funtion(d.f.) of X, denoted by F and de�ned for all real numbers x byF (x) = P (X � x):If F is di�erentiable, then f(x) = F 0(x) is the probability density of X.The expetation of a random variable X is a number de�ned by(8) E[X℄ =Xx xP (X = x)
if X has only ountably many possible values x, and by

E[X℄ = Z +1�1 xf(x)dx
if X has density f , provided the sum (integral) exists. Both formulas an besubsumed under the formula

E[X℄ = Z +1�1 x dF (x);
where F is the d.f. of X, and the integral is a Riemann-Stieltjes integral.It follows from formula (8) that if X is Z+-valued, then

E[X℄ = 1Xk=0 kpk;and furthermore, if f is a funtion de�ned on Z+, then the omposition f(X) is anew random variable and it has expetation
E[f(X)℄ = 1Xk=0 f(k)pk:Note that E[X℄ =1 if P (X =1) > 0.The expetation of an indiator random variable is the probability of the eventin question, as an easy alulation shows:E[1A℄ = 1 � P (1A = 1) + 0 � P (1A = 0) = 1 � P (A) + 0 � P (A) = P (A):



9Example 2, ontinued. Let us alulate the expetation of the reward Z, assumingthe oin is fair:E[Z℄ = 0 � P (Z = 0) + 5 � P (Z = 5) + 10 � P (Z = 10) + 15 � P (Z = 15)= 5 ��31� � 18 + 10 ��32� � 18 + 15 ��33� � 18= 5 � 38 + 10 � 38 + 15 � 18= 152 :
An important property of the expetation is its additivity: Suppose X1; : : : ; Xnare random variables de�ned on a ommon probability spae and 1; : : : ; n arenumbers. Then 1X1 + � � �+ nXn is also a random variable andE[1X1 + � � �+ nXn℄ = 1E[X1℄ + � � �+ nE[Xn℄:

III. Independene and ConditioningSuppose X1; : : : ; Xn are disrete random variables (they have ountable ranges)de�ned on a ommon probability spae. They are mutually independent if thefollowing holds for all possible values y1; : : : ; yn of their range:
(9) P (X1 = y1; X2 = y2; : : : ; Xn = yn)= P (X1 = y1) � P (X2 = y2) � � �P (Xn = yn):A olletion of events A1; : : : ; An are mutually independent if their indiator ran-dom variables are mutually independent.Given an event B suh that P (B) > 0, we an de�ne a new probability measureP (�jB) on 
 by onditioning on B: The onditional probability of an event A, givenB, is de�ned by P (AjB) = P (A \B)P (B) :You an think of onditioning as �rst restriting the sample spae to the set B, andthen renormalizing the probability measure by dividing by P (B) so that the total(new) spae again has probability 1.Chek that the following holds: Two events A and B are independent if and onlyif P (AjB) = P (A) and P (BjA) = P (B). The equality P (AjB) = P (A) means thatthe event B gives no information about the event A, in the sense that the probabilityof A's ourrene is not inuened by whether or not B ourred. This then is theintuitive meaning of statistial independene: If X and Y are independent random



10variables, knowledge of the value of X should give us no information about thevalue of Y .Independene splits the expetation of a produt of random variables into aprodut of expetations: Suppose X1; : : : ; Xn are mutually independent randomvariables whose expetations are �nite. Then the produt X1 �X2 �X3 � � � � �Xn isa random variable, andE[X1 �X2 �X3 � � �Xn℄ = E[X1℄ �E[X2℄ � E[X3℄ � � �E[Xn℄:
LiteratureAn unsurpassed lassi of the �eld is William Feller's two-volume work An Intro-dution to Probability Theory and Its Appliations, Volumes I and II, John Wiley& Sons. The entire �rst volume uses no measure theory.Other books for looking up basis inlude these:R. Durrett: Essentials of Stohasti Proesses. Springer.G. Grimmett and D. Stirzaker: Probability and Random Proesses. ClarendonPress.Sheldon Ross: Stohasti Proesses. John Wiley & Sons.


